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Switch
The switch expression is evaluated once

The value of the expression is compared with the values of each case

If there is a match, the associated block of code is executed

The break and default keywords are optional, and will be described later in this chapter

A switch statement is significantly 

faster than an if-else ladder if there 

are many nested if-else's involved
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Switch
The switch expression is evaluated once

The value of the expression is compared with the values of each case

If there is a match, the associated block of code is executed

The break and default keywords are optional, and will be described later in this chapter

type is int

int values
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Switch
The switch expression is evaluated once

The value of the expression is compared with the values of each case

If there is a match, the associated block of code is executed

The break and default keywords are optional, and will be described later in this chapter
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Switch -- Break
Break statements are used when you want your program-flow to come out of 

the switch body

Whenever a break statement is encountered in the switch body, the execution 

flow would directly come out of the switch, ignoring rest of the cases
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Java Short-circuit

10 Short circuit
10
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inline if (ternary if)

The ternary conditional operator ?: allows us to define expressions in Java. It's a condensed form of the 
if-else statement that also returns a value

condition

if condition is true 

if condition is false 
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Comparing Strings

String pool is a storage space in the Java heap memory where string literals are 

stored. It is also known as String Constant Pool or String Intern Pool.
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String Methods

Method Description

equals(str) whether two strings contain the same characters

equalsIgnoreCase(str) whether two strings contain the same characters, 
ignoring upper vs. lower case

startsWith(str) whether one contains other's characters at start

endsWith(str) whether one contains other's characters at end

contains(str) whether the given string is found within this one
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String compareTo method

Compares two strings lexicographically (in a dictionary order based on unicodes)

• The method returns 0 if the string is equal to the other string
• A value less than 0 is returned if the string is less than the other string (less characters) 
• A value greater than 0 if the string is greater than the other string (more characters)
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String substring method 
Returns a part of the string

We pass beginIndex and endIndex number position in the Java substring method where beginIndex is inclusive, and 
endIndex is exclusive

When error (exception) happens?

• if the start index is negative value
• end index is lower than starting index
• Either starting or ending index is greater than the total number of characters present in the string
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String indexOf method 
Find the index of a specified character or a substring in a given String

Returns -1 if the specified char/substring is not found in the particular String

Two signatures:

• int indexOf(String str): Returns the index of string str in a particular String
• int indexOf(String str, int fromIndex): Returns the index of string str in the given string after the specified index 

“fromIndex”.
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Class Activity

Write a Java Program that reads a string and prints “same 

ending” if the first three letters of the string appear at the end 

of the string, otherwise prints “not the same”
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Class Activity

Given that the input string has length less than equal 10, write 

a code that calculate the number of time “java” has appeared 

in the string
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Class Activity

Given that the input string has length less than equal 10, write 

a code that calculate the number of time “java” has appeared 

in the string

We are repeating a same code over! 
It seems like we are iterating over the string!
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Loops

A loop in a computer program is an instruction that repeats 

until a specified condition is reached

A computer programmer who needs to use the same lines of code 
many times in a program can use a loop to save time

A while loop is a loop that is repeated as long as an expression is 
true. An expression is a statement that has a value
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while Loop

• If the condition evaluates to 
true then we will execute the 
body of the loop and go to 
update expression 

• Otherwise, we will exit from the 
while loop

code blockcondition

No

Yes
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while Loop Example

A program that counts the summation of numbers [1, 100]

condition

updating

body of loop

statement outside the loop
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while Loop Example

A program that counts the summation of odd numbers [1, 100]
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while Loop Example

A program that counts the summation of odd numbers [1, 100]
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do-while Loop

Used to iterate a part of the program repeatedly, until the 
specified condition is true 

At least one time the code block is executed

code block condition
No

Yes

code blockcondition

No

Yes

do-while while
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do-while Loop example

A program that counts the summation of numbers [1, 100]

condition

updating
body of loop

statement outside the loop
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Class Activity

Write a code that takes a string as the input and calculate the 

number of time “java” has appeared in the string (Using while 

loop)
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Class Activity

Write a code that takes a string as the input and calculate the 

number of time “java” has appeared in the string (Using while 

loop)
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while loop example

Write a code that takes in an integer number ‘n’ in (range1 to 

100), and print the numbers from n to 1
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while loop example

Write a code that takes in an integer number ‘n’ in (range1 to 

100), and print the numbers from n to 1
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